
Minutes of The Legends at North Park HOA Board Meeting 

July 27, 2022 1:00 pm  White residence Unit 16 

Present: Lynn Collings, Judith Holt, Doug White, Deanna Bodily representing the Architectural &Landscape 

Committee 

The meeting was conducted per the agenda attached below. 

Deanna shared the minutes of their meeting held August 29, 2022. (Also attached below) 

 The committee will not designate a chair at this time. They will send a representative to board meetings 

on an availability basis. 

 Most of the discussion centered on the fact finding questions.  

  Solar panels are allowed by State law. 

  Doug will talk to residents of an HOA that has a community garden area and report on   

 how it’s working. 

  The feasibility of a picnic area was considered. 

  The feasibility of owners planting trees, at their expense, on common area was also   

 considered. 

The venue for the owners meeting proposed for Oct 26 is not available that date. It will be moved to Nov 9 and the 

landscaping plan and related issues will be presented and support surveyed at that meeting. 

Deanna was excused at 1:45 pm 

Doug shared prior to the meeting a YTD budget-to-actual financial report. There were no questions raised from the 

report. It was noted that we are in good shape and there are no major concerns. 

Doug presented a spreadsheet he had prepared showing options for funding the replacement reserve according to 

the schedule recommended by the analysis made earlier in the year. Action and decisions will be dependent upon 

the actual financial standing at the end of the year, but it is reasonable to expect that an increase in fees will be 

required to appropriately fund the reserve. Ways in which to share with owners the importance of funding the 

reserve and how it may be done were discussed. This topic should be considered to be on the agenda for the 

owners meeting. 

It was suggested to evaluate the possibility of presenting and voting on the amended CC&Rs electronically, rather 

than in the meeting. This would free up more time to address the landscape plan. 

The issues relating to what was learned from Mayor Cox were noted. It was decided that because they are at least 

a couple of years in the future, we should continue monitoring developments and how the HOA may be affected, 

but the current issues (CC&Rs, Landscape, Replacement Reserve) have a much higher priority at this time. 

Therefore, water concerns will not be addressed at the November meeting. 

Adjourned at 2:30 pm 



 



 



 


